Welcome to the first edition of COL Friday Night! As the Celebrities Only League goes on-air, we
see the magnificent COL Arena. A group of celebrities put in a small amount of their vast wealth to
help create this arena, thus making it the greatest arena in the IWA.
Inside, we see the rich and famous. Some are beloved. Others less so. At the moment, they are doing
what celebrities do best, boasting about themselves, and talking trash. All of a sudden, a fight breaks
out, but COL security quickly gets in the way. This league is going to be fun!
(Pause for a commercial break.)
When we get back from commercials, we see the crowd going crazy. The camera pans to the COL's
official announcing duo, Jim Bob and Michelle Duggar.
Jim Bob: Welcome to the Celebrities Only League!
(Crowd goes crazy.)
Jim Bob: I am Jim Bob Duggar. You might or might not have heard of me. And this is my beautiful
wife, Michelle.
(Michelle smiles.)
Michelle: I am thrilled to have been picked by Commissioner Yunick to have this job. If anyone is
wondering why Matt picked us, it's simple: The Duggar family brings in money!
Jim Bob: Actually, according to Matt, the combined costs of building this massive, beautiful arena,
along with paying these celebrities the money they demand, meant he had to cut back somewhere.
That cut back was with the announcing crew.
Michelle: Do you think he's running this league to make fun of those celebrities he doesn't like?
Jim Bob: I don't think it, I know it!
Michelle: Okay, then. Our first match is underway.
(Just as the first match starts, it's over. The Duggar announcers are in shock.)
Jim Bob: How does anyone lose in ten seconds? And is that really our son?
Michelle: I think so. I honestly lost track after about baby eight. I didn't even realize we have 17 kids.
How many are we up to?
As the Duggar kid walks to the back, probably a little down, we have some commotion in the locker
room area. Cardi B. and Nicki Minaj are in a fight! As security manages to separate them, Nicki yells
something at Cardi, with Cardi retaliating by throwing her shoe. She hits the cameraman by mistake,
which forces the COL to go to commercials.
This league just started, and we've already seen plenty of tension. Is Commissioner Yunick going to
have to work extra hard to keep these celebrities under control?
Starting next cycle, this league will have a rankings system. For now, know this: all report
appearances will be rewarded with 5 free matches. This will also include the manager of the league
champ. At the end of the year, the top three managers of this league will be rewarded. A couple of
Commissioner matches will also be signed every cycle. Beat the Commissioner's Henchman in a
singles match, get the points. Since this league is based on celebrities, news, gossip, quotes and other
celebrity goodies will be included, because, why not?
Lastly, we are the original Celebrities league. The Commissioner has a reputation of running lots and
lots of wrestlers. And for most of his career, his roster has centered on celebrities. There is a new
league that is supposed to open in the iron fed, this cycle. That league is also celebrity-based. But the
Commissioner of that league does not run celebrity wrestlers. The league is an imitation, nothing
more. With this league, we have no limits to hold us back. We also have no limitations as to what
celebrities you can run. Our Commissioner might not have the experience, or even the popularity, but
he does have the desire to see this league be a success. And he thinks the managers who are here have
that same desire. MC, if you ever want a war, you know where to find us! Our league is better, and
we're always willing to prove it.

